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Robust zero bias transport anomalies in semiconducting nanowires with proximity-induced super-
conductivity have been convincingly demonstrated in various experiments. While these are compat-
ible with the existence of Majorana zero modes at the ends of the nanowire, a direct proof of their
non-locality and topological protection is now needed. Here we show that a quantum dot at the end
of the nanowire may be used as a powerful spectroscopic tool to quantify the degree of Majorana
non-locality through a local transport measurement. Moreover, the spin polarization of dot sub-gap
states at singlet-doublet transitions in the Coulomb blockade regime allows the dot to directly probe
the spin structure of the Majorana wave function, and indirectly measure the spin-orbit coupling of
the nanowire.
I. INTRODUCTION
Majorana zero modes, peculiar self-conjugate Bogoli-
ubov quasiparticles that emerge at zero-energy in topo-
logical superconductors, may one day constitute the
building blocks of topologically-protected quantum com-
putation [1, 2]. Arguably, the simplest way to obtain such
exotic quasiparticles is to artificially engineer topologi-
cal superconductivity by means of the superconducting
proximity effect [3]. One of the most promising routes
using this idea is based on proximitized semiconduct-
ing nanowires with strong spin-orbit coupling and in the
presence of an external magnetic field [4, 5]. Indeed,
several experiments have reported zero bias transport
anomalies in such proximitized nanowires [6–12]. The
observed anomalies are in some cases remarkably robust
[11, 12], as expected of zero modes of topological ori-
gin, and are interpreted as evidence of Majorana zero
modes and induced topological superconductivity in the
nanowires. While these results are highly promising, it
is now necessary to obtain direct evidence of the crucial
property of Majoranas that underlies their protection:
spatial non-locality.
A direct demonstration of Majorana non-locality
would immediately rule out non-topological origins of the
observed zero bias anomalies, such as disorder [13, 14], or
various effects related to unintentional quantum dot for-
mation in the nanowire such as the Kondo effect [15, 16]
or Zeeman-induced sub-gap states [10]. The challenge
seems daunting however. A great variety of sophisti-
cated schemes have been devised for probing non-locality
of Majoranas and their non-Abelian braiding properties
[17–35]. Here we show that the problem of quantifying
Majorana non-locality might have a simpler solution than
anticipated, requiring only a local probe. By measuring
transport into the Majorana nanowire across an interven-
ing quantum dot, as those that often form when gating
the nanowires (Fig. 1), Majorana non-locality may be
unambiguously demonstrated. This result suggests that
FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of a quantum dot-nanowire junction pro-
posed to measure the Majorana’s degree of non-locality and
spin structure. Tunnelling differential conductance across the
dot provides access to the coupled dot-nanowire spectrum.
As the quantum dot levels (spin polarized due to Coulomb
blockade) are tuned across zero energy with a local gate, they
anticross the Majorana zero modes γL and γR, with a strength
that depends on the relative spin orientation of the Majorana
and the dot states. [The spin texture of the two Majoranas
and the relevant spin canting angles θL,R are shown in panel
(b)]. The anticrossings thus provides direct access to the Ma-
jorana spin structure at the contact. In contrast, the energy
of the two Majorana bound states stays pinned at zero at
the crossings if they do not overlap, i.e. if their hybridiza-
tion δ is zero and the dot is only coupled to γL (hopping tL
is finite but tR is zero). Deviations from such non-locality
condition manifest as particular 0-dependent energies of the
hybridized Majoranas, see Fig. 4, that may be used to quan-
tify the amount of Majorana overlap as Ω ≈√tR/tL.
quantum dots are unexpectedly powerful spectroscopic
tools to fully characterize essential Majorana properties.
These extend beyond spatial non-locality and include the
spin structure of the Majorana wave function at the end
of the nanowire, that can be accessed rather simply by
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2virtue of the spin-polarization of the dot states due to
Coulomb blockade. Measuring the Majorana spin struc-
ture using such a spin-selective probe also allows to in-
directly extract the spin-orbit coupling in the nanowire,
providing a complementary measurement to more con-
ventional techniques [12, 36].
The structure of the paper is the following. We first
study a microscopic tight-biding model, Sec. II, for a
dot in the Coulomb blockade regime coupled to a finite-
length topological superconductor nanowire, and char-
acterize numerically its spectral phenomenology in Sec.
II A. To connect the numerical results of the anticrossings
to the physical quantities of interest, we develop a sim-
ple low-energy effective model in Sec. III with which we
interpret the dot-Majorana anticrossings in Sec. III A.
In Sec. IV we derive an estimator that can quantify the
degree of Majorana non-locality by local measurements,
and analyse its behaviour under generalizations of the
nanowire model in Sec. IV A. Finally, we derive analyt-
ical formulae relating the microscopic parameters to the
effective model parameters in Appendix A. The main re-
sults of our analysis, discussed in the concluding Sec. V,
can be condensed as follows:
• Majorana non-locality, and hence topological pro-
tection, is revealed as a zero-energy mode that does
not shift as the two dot levels cross zero energy
(Figs. 2d and 4a).
• In contrast, the dot states avoid the zero mode
at resonance. A comparison of the anticrossing
strength of the two spin-polarized dot levels di-
rectly yields the degree of spin canting of the Ma-
joranas at the end of the nanowire.
• In the presence of a finite overlap between the Ma-
joranas, their energy shifts away from zero and fol-
lows a bowtie or diamond-like pattern around the
dot level resonances (e.g. Figs. 3b,c and 4b,c).
The details of this pattern can be used to obtain
an accurate estimator Ω ≈√tR/tL of the degree of
non-locality of the Majoranas and of their expected
immunity against decoherence from local noise.
• The dependence of the spin canting angle with Zee-
man field can be used to indirectly measure the
spin-orbit coupling in the nanowire.
II. TIGHT-BINDING DOT-NANOWIRE MODEL
An interacting quantum dot coupled to a supercon-
ducting contact is an artificial analogue of a quantum
impurity in a superconductor. The physics of such hy-
brid device is governed by the fermionic parity and spin
of the two possible ground states, doublet or singlet, and
their corresponding sub-gap excitations (which are some-
times called Shiba states when they are spin-polarized).
Here we study in detail a generalisation of this paradig-
matic model where the superconductor is replaced by
a proximitized semiconducting nanowire which becomes
a topological superconductor for large enough Zeeman
fields [4, 5]. Such a quantum dot-topological supercon-
ductor junction can be experimentally realized by creat-
ing quantum dots at the end of the nanowire using e.g.
depleting gates. In this section we study numerically, us-
ing a microscopic tight-binding model, the hybridisation
between the Shiba subgap states in the quantum dot and
the Majorana zero modes that appear in the nanowire in
the topological phase.
Consider a quantum dot with a single spinful level cou-
pled to the left end (x = 0) of a proximitized Rashba
nanowire of length Lw under a Zeeman field B, see sketch
in Fig. 1. A rather general model for the system (see Sec.
IV A for extensions) reads [4, 5]
H = Hd +Hw +Hhop
Hd = d
†
σ′ (0σ0 +Bσz) dσ + Un↑n↓,
Hw =
∫ Lw
0
dx c†xσ′
[(
~2k2x
2m
− µ
)
σ0 + αkxσy +Bσz
]
cxσ
+∆
(
cx↑cx↓ + c
†
x↓c
†
x↑
)
,
Hhop = t
(
c†0σdσ + d
†
σc0σ
)
, (1)
where 0 is the dot level, U is its charging energy, m
is the nanowire’s effective mass, ∆ is the induced su-
perconducting pairing, α is the spin-orbit coupling, µ is
the nanowire’s chemical potential and B is a Zeeman
splitting. In practical calculations, the nanowire is dis-
cretized into tight-binding sites at a0 = 10 nm inter-
vals. Operators dσ and cxσ denote electrons in the dot
and (discrete) point x of the nanowire, respectively, and
kx = −i∂x is approximated by finite differences. Sums
over spin indices σ are implicit throughout this work. For
B > Bc ≡
√
µ2 + ∆2 the nanowire enters a topological
phase, with one Majorana state at each end, which we
denote by γL (inner or leftmost Majorana, close to the
dot) and γR (outer or rightmost Majorana, further from
the dot), see Fig. 1.
We are interested in the Coulomb blockade regime for
the dot, where the relevant physics of a quantum dot cou-
pled to a superconductor (singlet-doublet parity cross-
ings) is well described within a self-consistent mean-field
approximation of the interaction term in Hd,
Un↑n↓ ≈ U (n↑〈n↓〉+ 〈n↑〉n↓ − 〈n↑〉〈n↓〉) . (2)
In principle, other pairing terms exist in the full mean-
field decoupling due to the proximity of the superconduc-
tor. We have also performed calculations with the full
mean field theory, including all possible decouplings, but
the results in the low energy spectrum are almost indis-
tinguishable from the above approximation using realistic
parameters [37].
The contact between dot and nanowire is described us-
ing the simplest possible model, Hhop. A more realistic
alternative could be to model a smooth potential barrier
3FIG. 2. Low energy spectrum of the tight-binding dot-wire
model as a function of B for fixed 0 = 0.25 meV (a) and 1.0
meV (c), and as a function of 0 for fixed B = 0.1 meV (b) and
1.0 meV (d). Blue (red) lines correspond to spin-up (down)
states concentrated on the dot, with electron-like (hole-like)
character shown as solid (hollow) curves. Charge interactions
in the dot are U = 3 meV, spin-orbit coupling is α = 60 meV
nm, and nanowire length is Lw = 2µm. Panel (b) represents
the paradigmatic singlet-doublet-singlet transitions in a dot-
trivial superconductor junction with Zeeman-split dot levels,
see Ref. 10. Panel (d) is the analogue for a topological su-
perconductor. While the dot states avoid the Majorana zero
mode in (c,d), the zero Majorana energy is unperturbed by
the dot-level crossing. This is a signature of the Majorana
non-locality.
between two segments of the wire created by a pinch-
off gate underneath. In the case of a short dot and short
barrier, however, the two models should be quantitatively
similar for an proper choice of dot-nanowire hopping am-
plitude t related to the barrier strength. The most im-
portant difference between the two contact models is that
in the results to follow the information measured by the
dot applies to some spatial average of the Majorana wave
function inside the barrier, instead of simply at the end-
point of the decoupled wire. As an important remark, the
dot-nanowire hopping amplitude t modifies the position
of the dot level 0. In the following, 0 will denote the
actual dot level for a given t, taken in our simulations as
10% of the hopping amplitude between neighboring sites
in the nanowire (weak coupling limit).
A. Spectral phenomenology of the tight-binding
model
The spectrum of the dot-wire system, treating interac-
tions within a self-consistent mean-field scheme, exhibits
FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for a shorter Lw = 400 nm.
The Majoranas overlap, which leads to oscillatory splittings
(a) and a finite hybridization with the dot states at the zero-
energy crossings. This results in bowtie-like (b) or diamond-
like (c) patterns in the Majorana energy as a function of dot
level 0. (a) assumes 0 = 1.25, while (b) and (c) are taken
at fixed B = 1.0 and 1.7 meV, respectively [vertical dashed
lines in (a)].
rather different subgap features depending on whether
the nanowire is topological or not. In the trivial phase
B < Bc, only dot levels may appear below the super-
conducting gap. As expected, we recover the physics
of singlet-doublet parity crossings: subgap states, which
are sometimes called Shiba states when they are spin-
polarized by B, exhibit protected parity crossing at zero
energy either as a function of Zeeman B (for fixed 0
in the singlet regime) or as a function of 0 for fixed
B. Fig. 2a shows these crossings in a long Lw = 2µm
InAs nanowire for µ = 0 and ∆ = 0.5 meV and fixed
0 ≈ 0.25 meV as a function of Zeeman energy B (blue
and red denote up and down spin polarizations along z,
solid and hollow denote particle-hole character). Alterna-
tively, Shiba states may cross zero energy twice (one per
spin in the dot) for a fixed B as 0 is increased, the first
at negative 0 as the occupation of the dot goes from 2 to
1 (single-doublet), and the second at positive 0 when it
jumps from 1 to 0 (doublet-singlet). Fig. 2b shows these
two crossings in the trivial phase for fixed B = 0.1 meV.
In the topological phase B > Bc of a sufficiently long
nanowire, Majorana states arise at zero energy. Shiba
states attempting to cross zero energy, Fig. 2c,d, are
then forced into an anticrossing with Majorana states.
Each of the two anticrossings has a different amplitude,
but it is strictly finite for finite t. For truly topological
nanowires (much longer than the Majorana size), the two
Majoranas do not overlap, which pins them to zero en-
ergy exactly, even across the resonance with the dot state
4[38]. In other words, while the dot state avoids crossing
the Majorana zero mode, the Majorana itself is unper-
turbed by the resonance with the dot state. This is a
direct manifestation of the Majorana non-locality, or of
topological protection of the zero mode.
For shorter wires, comparable in length to the Ma-
jorana size, the two Majoranas overlap to some extent,
which leads to an oscillatory splitting δ as a function of
B (and µ), see Fig. 3a. In this case the crossing with
the dot states does lead to a change in the energy of the
split Majorana states. The crossings may then take the
form of ‘bowtie’-like or ‘diamond’-like shapes for the split
Majorana levels, Figs. 3b,c respectively. Intermediate
patterns may also be observed (not shown). These type
of spectral patterns are not uncommon in systems con-
taining one or more Majorana nanowires of finite length
[39–44].
From the above discussion it may already be antici-
pated that the sensitivity of overlapping Majoranas to
the dot level could be exploited to detect their degree of
non-locality and hence of topological protection. More-
over, a comparison between the strength of the two dot-
Majorana resonances will be shown to directly probe the
spin structure of the Majorana wave function itself. In
the following we will derive a simple low energy descrip-
tion that will allow us to interpret the bowtie/diamond
anticrossing structure, and show how it can be used to
extract quantitative parameters of the Majorana wave
function at the contact.
III. DERIVATION OF THE EFFECTIVE
LOW-ENERGY MODEL
The goal is to derive an effective model that involves
only the two electronic states in the dot and the two
Majoranas, but that accurately describes the low energy
sector of the full system. To this end we introduce four
new parameters, that emerge from the full model:
δ : splitting of overlapping Majoranas without the dot
θL : spin canting angle of the left Majorana at x = 0
θR : spin canting angle of the right Majorana at x = 0
tL : hopping from the dot to the left Majorana γL
tR : hopping from the dot to the right Majorana γR
We now discuss each of these in turn.
For a nanowire of finite length, the Majorana bound
states γL and γR are not eigenstates of Hw. Due to their
spatial overlap, they hybridize into a fermionic eigenstate
c†M = (γL−iγR)/
√
2 of energy δ. The low energy effective
Hamiltonian of the isolated nanowire in the topological
phase thus reads
Heffw =
δ
2
(c†McM−cMc†M ) = i
δ
2
(γLγR−γRγL) = iδ γLγR.
The value of δ decays exponentially with Lw and oscil-
lates around zero with kFLw [45]. In the long wire limit,
δ → 0 and γL,R become degenerate zero energy eigen-
states.
The Majorana bound states satisfy self-conjugation
γi = γ
†
i and {γi, γj} = δij (i = L,R). With this nor-
malization, the γi can therefore be thought of as two Bo-
goliubov quasiparticles with a special particle-hole conju-
gation symmetry. Their spatial wave function structure
in the continuum limit reads
γi =
1√
2
∫
dx
(
u(i)σ (x)c
†
xσ + u
(i)∗
σ (x)cxσ
)
, (3)
with properly normalized u
(L,R)
σ (x) and v
(L,R)
σ (x), con-
centrated around the left and right ends of the nanowire.
The outer (rightmost) Majorana is related to the inner
(leftmost) Majorana by spatial and σx inversion, see Fig.
1b,
u
(R)
↑ (x) = −iu(L)↑ (Lw − x),
u
(R)
↓ (x) = iu
(L)
↓ (Lw − x). (4)
For the isolated nanowire, the u
(i)
σ (x) amplitudes van-
ish at x = 0 and x = Lw. Close to the x = 0 contact
we may expand u
(i)
σ (x) ≈ xu′σ(i)(0) + O(x2) [46] and
parametrize the slopes u′σ
(i)
(0) by spin canting angles
θL,R and real coefficients u
′
0
(L,R)
,(
u′↑
(L)
(0), u′↓
(L)
(0)
)
= u′0
(L)
(
sin
θL
2
,− cos θL
2
)
,(
u′↑
(R)
(0), u′↓
(R)
(0)
)
= −iu′0(R)
(
sin
θR
2
, cos
θR
2
)
. (5)
For highly non-local Majoranas, we have u′0
(L)  u′0(R).
The canting angle θL of the leftmost Majorana is inde-
pendent of nanowire length Lw, but for the amplitude of
the rightmost Majorana at x = 0 the angle θR depends
on Lw, see Fig. 1b. Both θL,R are moreover expected
to depend on the Zeeman field B and the spin-orbit cou-
pling α, as these two scales control the spin orientation
of propagating modes in the Rashba nanowire in the ab-
sence of superconductivity ∆. The detailed relation is
derived in Sec. A. Note however, that as written above,
the Majorana spinors lie in the x − z plane of SU(2),
while the effective Zeeman-Rashba field lies in the y − z
plane. This might appear surprising, but it is correct:
the spin orientation of the electronic sector of Majorana
bound states is orthogonal to the spin of propagating
states [47]. In the limit of large B the Majorana spin ori-
entation at the edge becomes polarized along −Bzˆ like
that of propagating states (θL = 0), while corrections of
order O(∆/B, α/B) yield a spin canting θL > 0 along
the nanowire direction x.
The coupling of the quantum dot and the nanowire
in the low energy effective model distinguishes between
hoppings to γL and γR, see Fig. 1. We may write
Heffhop = (tLσd
†
σ − t∗Lσdσ)γL + (tRσd†σ − t∗Rσdσ)γR.
5The hopping amplitudes tiσ arise from a wave func-
tion overlap between the dot states and the Majorana
wave function at the x = 0 edge, Eq. (5), so that
tLσ = ta0u
′
σ
(L)
= tL(sin
θL
2 ,− cos θL2 ) (larger hoppings)
and tRσ = ta0u
′
σ
(R)
= −itR(sin θR2 , cos θR2 ) (usually
smaller than tLσ, exponentially suppressed with increas-
ing Lw). Here we have defined the real hopping ampli-
tudes ti ≡ ta0u′0(i) from the dot to each of the two Ma-
joranas, with a0 the tight-binding lattice spacing [48].
The last piece of our low energy model is the effective
Hamiltonian for the dot, which we take just as Hd in
Eq. (1), with the same mean-field decoupling of Eq. (2).
In this case, however, the mean field self-consistency is
approximated by the analytical mean field solution for a
decoupled dot, which for B > 0 reads
〈n↓〉 = 〈n↑〉 = 1 for 0 < −U −B,
〈n↓〉 = 1− 〈n↑〉 = 1 for −U −B < 0 < B,
〈n↓〉 = 〈n↑〉 = 0 for B < 0. (6)
The complete effective model then reads, up to a con-
stant −U〈n↑〉〈n↓〉, as
Heff =
1
2
(
d†↑, d
†
↓, d↑, d↓, γL, γR
)
Hˇeff
(
d↑, d↓, d
†
↑, d
†
↓, γL, γR
)T
,
1
2
Hˇeff =

0+B+U〈n↓〉
2 0 0 0 tL sin
θL
2 −itR sin θR2
0
0−B+U〈n↑〉
2 0 0 −tL cos θL2 −itR cos θR2
0 0 − 0+B+U〈n↓〉2 0 −tL sin θL2 −itR sin θR2
0 0 0 − 0−B+U〈n↑〉2 tL cos θL2 −itR cos θR2
tL sin
θL
2 −tL cos θL2 −tL sin θL2 tL cos θL2 0 iδ/2
itR sin
θR
2 itR cos
θR
2 itR sin
θR
2 itR cos
θR
2 −iδ/2 0

. (7)
Due to our choice of normalization for γL,R, the spectrum
of the system is simply given by the eigenvalues of the
above Hˇeff matrix.
A. Interpretation of dot-Majorana anticrossings
using the effective model
The spectrum of the effective model as a function of
dot level 0, shown in Fig. 4, replicates the phenomenol-
ogy of the full tight-binding model. It is characterized
by the two parity crossings in the dot, at 0 = −U − |B|
and 0 = |B|, where the average dot occupation changes
according to Eq. (6). At these two points, the spec-
trum has four levels close to zero energy, two in the
dot and two (Majorana) in the wire, which then anti-
cross. The fundamental difference between the 0 < 0
and 0 > 0 anticrossings is the spin polarization of the
low energy dot excitations involved, which is opposite
(d†↑, d↑ on the negative and d
†
↓, d↓ on the positive cross-
ing, see top and bottom dot configurations in Fig. 1b,
respectively). Thus, if the spin canting of the Majorana
is not very large (small θL), the negative and positive res-
onances results in quite different anticrossing strengths
of the four states. The 0 < 0 anticrossing tends to be
smaller for realistic nanowire parameters, since the Ma-
jorana spin has a larger ↓ component (0 < θL < pi/2) and
is thus more orthogonal to the ↑ dot excitations. Con-
versely, in the 0 > 0 crossing, low-energy dot excitations
have a ↓ spin, mostly parallel to the Majorana’s, and hy-
bridize more strongly. Strong canting thus translates into
almost symmetric crossings, and weak canting (Majorana
spin at the end of the nanowire mostly polarized along
Zeeman field) into strongly asymmetric crossings.
The shape of each anticrossings (bowtie, diamond or
something in between) is controlled by the relative value
of two energy scales that are both much smaller than the
others, at least for nanowires in the hundreds of nanome-
ters: the Majorana splitting δ and the dot-outer Majo-
rana hopping tR. For Majoranas with some degree of
non-locality, the hopping tL is larger than tR, as the in-
ner Majorana is more strongly coupled to the dot. The
splitting δ is oscillatory with nanowire parameters, such
as Lw, B or µ, so it can become zero at specific points
in parameter space. tR in contrast also oscillates but
remains finite.
Figure 4 presents four typical spectra for the effective
dot-nanowire model of Eq. (7). This time, black lines
correspond to levels predominantly in the quantum dot,
and red to Majorana-like levels in the nanowire. The Ma-
jorana M and dot D energy levels at the 0 = −U − |B|
(−) and 0 = |B| (+) anticrossings are denoted by
M,D± ≥ 0, respectively. Panel (a) shows the case of non-
overlapping Majoranas, with δ = tR = 0. This is the
situation of truly non-local, topologically protected Ma-
jorana zero modes. Panel (b) shows a case with a finite
δ  tR. In this case, the two anticrossings exhibit a sym-
metric bowtie structure of width 2δ for Majorana levels
(M± = 0 at both anticrossings), and an asymmetric anti-
crossing for dot levels, with different amplitudes D− < 
D
+
in general. As discussed, the degree of symmetry between
dot-level anticrossings is directly related to the amount of
spin canting of the inner Majorana, θL = pi/4 in this sim-
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FIG. 4. Low energy spectrum, using the effective model, of the quantum dot coupled to the Majorana nanowire as a function
of dot level 0. In panel (a) we show the limit of two decoupled Majoranas, δ, tR → 0 (sufficiently long nanowire), whose energy
remains pinned to zero across the Shiba-Majorana resonances. Panel (b) shows the bowtie-like case, for which the Majorana
splitting δ is finite, but the direct hopping tR from the dot to the rightmost Majorana is suppressed. Panel (c) corresponds
to the diamond-like case, where such direct hopping is not suppressed, and the Majorana splitting δ is tuned close to zero.
Patterns similar to (a,c) were recently observed by M. Deng et al. [49]. The trivial case of a strictly local zero mode relevant
for very short wires (Shiba state with energy δ tuned to zero) is shown in (d). The complete asymmetry between crossings
reveals complete lack of spin canting (θL = θR = 0), while the lack of splitting between dot and Majorana lines (black and red)
reveals complete locality (tL = tR).
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FIG. 5. (a) Asymmetric Shiba-Majorana anticrossing mea-
sured in the group of C. Marcus [12], reproduced with per-
mission. (b) Similar structure obtained using the effective
model of Eq. (7) in the δ ∼ tR < tL case.
ulation. Panel (c) shows the opposite situation, wherein
tR  δ. We see that the anticrossing structure is very
different in this case, with an asymmetric diamond-like
shape for the Majorana levels (M+ > 
M
− > 0). The
degree of symmetry between the two diamond heights is
related to the amount of spin canting θR of the outer Ma-
jorana, see below. Anticrossings similar to Figs. 4(a,c)
were recently measured in the group of C. Marcus [49].
More generic anticrossings with a skewed profile may also
arise and have also been observed, see e.g. Fig. 5.
The limiting case of a strictly local zero mode (trivial
Shiba state tuned to zero energy in a very short nanowire)
corresponds to δ = 0, tL = tR and θL = θR = 0 (no cant-
ing, full asymmetry between the two dot resonances),
which results in the characteristic anticrossing pattern
shown in Fig. 4d, wherein diamonds are not spectrally
separated from dot levels. This lack of spectral separa-
tion is a generic feature of tL = tR and occurs for any δ
and θL,R. It can therefore be used as a simple method to
diagnose local subgap states.
All the important parameters in the model
(δ, tL,R, θL,R) can be quantified from the structure
of the two anticrossings. To make the connection clearer,
we derive general analytical expressions for the four
positive energy levels M,D± at resonance, valid for large
B but for any values of δ and tL,R. They are obtained
by projecting out the high-energy dot levels not involved
at each anticrossing, and explicitly diagonalizing the
resulting 4× 4 Hamiltonian in this low-energy subspace.
We obtain
M,D− =
√√√√δ2
2
+ s2L + s
2
R ∓
√(
δ2
2
+ s2L + s
2
R
)2
− 4s2Ls2R,
M,D+ =
√√√√δ2
2
+ c2L + c
2
R ∓
√(
δ2
2
+ c2L + c
2
R
)2
− 4c2Lc2R,
where si = 2ti sin
θi
2 and ci = 2ti cos
θi
2 .
In the case of δ, tR  tL (decoupled Majoranas, Fig.
4a), M± = 0 and 
D
± = 2tL
√
1± cos θL. The limit tR 
δ, tL also yields 
M
± = 0 and 
D
± =
√
δ2 + 4t2L (1± cos θL),
see Fig. 4b. In the opposite case δ  tL, tR of Fig. 4c
we have M± = 2tR
√
1± cos θR and D± = 2tL
√
1± cos θL.
Note that in all cases the dot-like energies D± depend
only on the inner-Majorana canting θL and hopping tL,
and the Majorana-like energies M± contain information
about the outer Majorana canting θR and hopping tR.
We can derive useful quantitative information from the
ratios of the four energies. The ratio between the dot-
like energies D± in the two anticrossings directly yields
the inner Majorana canting θL if δ  tL for any tR,
D−
D+
=
∣∣∣∣tan θL2
∣∣∣∣ (for δ  tL). (8)
Similarly, a comparison of M± at δ  tR (i.e. at diamond-
like anticrossings) yields the outer Majorana canting θR
7FIG. 6. (a) Energy M of the lowest energy state, corresponding to the hybridized Majoranas in a Lw = 1µm nanowire coupled
to a quantum dot. As a function of Zeeman B, this splitting becomes zero repeatedly (red) as a result of the oscillatory
behaviour of δ. At dot-Majorana crossings, 0 = |B| (shown) and 0 = −U − |B| (not shown), the vertical M = 0 lines become
deflected. Different constant-B cuts across the dot-Majorana resonance can exhibit bowtie or diamond shapes, see vertical
white lines. (b) Correlation between the degree of Majorana non-locality Ω, Eq. (12), and the local estimator
√
tR/tL, both
computed within the tight-binding model of Eq. (1) for different values of B > Bc and Lw at µ = 0 (other realistic values of
µ yield similar results). Insets show the dependence of Ω,
√
tR/tL and δ/∆ with Lw for B just above the critical Bc and at
higher B [45]. (c) Spin-canting tan(θL/2) of the left Majorana as a function of B for ∆ = 0.5 meV and µ = 0 as spin-orbit
coupling α increases in steps of 10 meV nm. Circles correspond to tight-binding, solid lines to Eq. (A5), and dashed lines to
the weak spin-orbit approximation of Eq. (A7).
at the contact,
M−
M+
=
∣∣∣∣tan θR2
∣∣∣∣ (for δ  tL, tR). (9)
Once θL and θR are known using the above, we can mea-
sure the ratio from the dot and Majorana energies within
each anticrossing to extract the ratio tR/tL,
M−
D−
=
∣∣∣∣∣ tRtL sin
θR
2
sin θL2
∣∣∣∣∣ (for δ  tL, tR), (10)
M+
D+
=
∣∣∣∣∣ tRtL cos
θR
2
cos θL2
∣∣∣∣∣ (for δ  tL, tR). (11)
This fully characterizes analytically the energies at the
two anticrossings in terms of physical properties of the
Majorana wave function.
The energy of the lowest level M for a general B and
0 is shown in Fig. 6a for a 1µm nanowire using the
full tight-binding model. This plot allows one to under-
stand the evolution of the M = 0 parity crossing (red)
throughout the 0, B plane, and the alternation of bowtie
and diamond anticrossings as B increases. In particular,
bowtie (diamond) anticrossings as a function of 0 ap-
pear at values of B with maximum δ (δ = 0), see solid
white lines. Other values of B exhibit a varying amount
of anticrossing asymmetry, see e.g. Fig. 5b.
IV. QUANTIFYING NON-LOCALITY WITH
LOCAL MEASUREMENTS
The degree of non-locality of the two Majoranas is de-
fined by their overlap
Ω =
∑
σ
∫ Lw
0
dx
∣∣∣u(L)σ (x)u(R)σ (x)∣∣∣ . (12)
This quantity ranges from 0 (no overlap) to 1 (perfect
overlap) and is connected to the charge of overlapping
Majoranas by Q = eΩ [50? ]. It is also related to the re-
silience of Majorana qubit to local environmental noise,
with complete non-locality Ω = 0 signalling topological
qubit protection. The value of Ω is sometimes incorrectly
identified with the Majorana splitting δ/∆, arguably be-
cause Ω = 0 implies δ = 0. However, the converse is
not true. It is known than δ = |〈γL|Hw|γR〉| can van-
ish at special points (parity crossings [39, 52–54]) or ex-
tended parameter regions (pinned Majoranas [? ]) even
when Majoranas overlap, while Ω by definition cannot.
In this section we show that, in contrast to δ/∆, the ratio
tR/tL = |〈x = 0|γR〉/〈x = 0|γL〉| is an accurate estima-
tor of Ω, despite being a purely local quantity. More
specifically
Ω ≈
√
tR/tL. (13)
It is easy to see that both in the strictly local case Ω = 1
and in the completely non-local case Ω = 0, the above
relation holds. To evaluate it for intermediate overlaps,
we have computed the Majorana wave functions of de-
pleted nanowires described by Hw in Eq. (1) for a range
8FIG. 7. Correlation plots between
√
tR/tL and the Ma-
jorana overlap Ω, defined from the lowest Andreev bound
state. Each dot corresponds to a different choice of sys-
tem parameters. Dot color encodes the Majorana hybridiza-
tion δ/∆, from zero (red) to one (blue). Panels (a,b) corre-
spond to nanowires (∆ = 0.5 meV, α = 60 meV nm) with
a smoothly varying Fermi energy µ(x) = µ0 + ∆µx/Lw. We
vary ∆µ = 0 to 3 meV, Lw = 5 to 1000 nm, µ0 = −1.5 to 1.5
meV and B = 0 to Bc (a) or B = Bc to 3Bc (b), where
Bc =
√
µ20 + ∆
2. Panels (c,d) show the correlation in the
presence of Anderson disorder, µ(x) = µ0+V (x), with V (x) a
spatially uncorrelated random potential uniformly distributed
between −∆µ and ∆µ, and with ∆µ again ranging from 0 to
3 meV.
of lengths Lw and Zeeman fields B > Bc, extracting Ω
and
√
tR/tL for each. Figure 6b shows a plot of the two
quantities for all simulations, which shows a high corre-
lation, with an correlation coefficient exceeding 0.95. In
the insets, we show Ω,
√
tR/tL and δ/∆ as a function of
nanowire length Lw. We see that for B just above the
critical Bc (left inset), a regime in which the Majorana
bound states in our model exhibit a double-exponential
decay [45],
√
tR/tL underestimates the overlap Ω. At
higher magnetic fields (right inset) only one decay length-
scale survives, and
√
tR/tL becomes an essentially exact
estimator of Ω.
A. Overlap estimator beyond uniform nanowires
The above analysis connecting the structure of dot-
Majorana anticrossings, a strictly local measurement, to
the degree of Majorana overlap is made possible by a
stringent assumption about the form of the Majorana
wavefunction along the nanowire. Indeed, by compar-
ing the estimator
√
tR/tL to the overlap Ω for differ-
ent parameter values of the Hw model in Eq. (1), we
are effectively assuming that the Majorana wavefunction
should always be of the Oreg-Lutchyn type [45] for pris-
tine, uniform nanowires. While this is a frequent as-
sumption in the literature, it might be incomplete or
not even apply in real samples. One should therefore
consider whether physically sound generalizations of the
Oreg-Lutchyn model could break the relation between√
tR/tL and Ω.
We have analysed several such extensions, including
extended quantum dots, disorder and screened potentials
in the nanowires. We have found that even in these cases,√
tR/tL remains, perhaps surprisingly, a rather faithful
estimator of Ω throughout the (nominally) topological
regime. To back this claim we now present simulations
for inhomogeneous and disordered nanowires.
Figure 7(a,b) shows specifically the correlation be-
tween
√
tR/tL and Ω for extended models of Hw with
a non-uniform but smooth µ(x) = µ0 + ∆µ(x/Lw) (with
∆µ > 0 physically produced e.g. by inhomogeneous
screening from the environment or non-uniform charge
transfer from the parent superconductor). Panel (a)
shows a result analogous to Fig. 6b, for lowest-lying
states in nanowires that are trivial at all points [i.e.
B < Bc(x = 0) =
√
µ20 + ∆
2 < Bc(x)], while panel
(b) corresponds to nanowires for which a finite portion
around x = 0 is non-trivial B > Bc(x = 0). Each point
corresponds to a different set of values for B, µ, ∆µ and
Lw. In these plots, the color of each point encodes the
normalized energy δ/∆ of the lowest-lying state, ranging
from zero (red) to one (blue). As in Fig. 6b, the es-
timator
√
tR/tL and Ω remain highly correlated in this
generalized model, with an correlation coefficient still ex-
ceeding 95% in the non-trivial regime, panel (b). This is
despite the fact that the Majorana wavefunctions with
this smooth µ(x) confinment strongly deviates from the
uniform case [particularly for γR, see inset to panel (b)].
A similar computation was carried out for Hw in the
presence of Anderson disorder µ(x) = µ0 + V (x), where
V (x) is a spatially uncorrelated random potential uni-
formly distributed between −∆µ and ∆µ. Figure 7(c,d)
shows the correlation of the estimator in this case, for ∆µ
again ranging from zero to 3 meV, and with a different
disorder realization for each choice of the rest of param-
eters. Again the overlap estimator remains very faithful
in the non-trivial regime, panel (d), with a correlation
around 95%.
We thus conclude that a direct measurement of the
quantity
√
tR/tL via dot-Majorana anticrossings pro-
vides an accurate estimate of the degree of Majorana
non-locality under rather general conditions, even beyond
uniform nanowire models.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The field of topological superconductivity has reached
a stage in which one may cautiously claim that Majorana
9zero modes have finally been detected experimentally. An
important next step is now to carefully characterize these
states, and in particular to demonstrate their unique non-
local nature, which is the key to their promise as topolog-
ically protected logic elements for quantum computation.
In this work we have shown that Majorana non-locality
may be demonstrated through transport spectroscopy
across currently available quantum dot-nanowire junc-
tions. The key is to analyse the changes in the energy of
Majorana states as they resonate with the quantum dot
level around zero energy. Only a true non-local Majo-
rana completely decoupled from its partner will remain
pinned to zero energy across the resonance, while the dot
state anticrosses. The combination of an insensitive zero
mode plus a dot-state anticrossing constitutes an essen-
tially unambiguous signature of Majorana non-locality,
assuming a rather general model for the dot-nanowire
system. Deviations from strict non-locality become vis-
ible in the form of bowtie and diamond-like lineshapes
of the Majoranas across the resonance. These may be
used to quantify the degree of non-locality Ω, in particu-
lar by the estimator Ω ≈√tR/tL, as extracted e.g. from
diamond lineshapes using Eqs. (8-11). This estimator
remains highly accurate in the topological regime even
in the presence of Anderson disorder or non-uniform po-
tentials in the nanowire.
Furthermore, the spin polarization of the dot state,
a result of single occupancy in the Coulomb blockade
regime, also allows the dot to probe the internal spin
structure of the Majorana zero mode at the end of the
nanowire, i.e. its degree of spin canting. Moreover, as
the orientation of the Majorana electron-spin depends on
the nanowire’s spin-orbit coupling, it becomes possible to
quantitatively measure the latter, with the aid of simple
analytical formulas, by comparing two consecutive dot
anticrossings as the Zeeman field is increased.
In summary, and rather remarkably, a local junction
to a quantum dot is found to be capable of extracting
the most relevant properties of the Majorana wave func-
tion, to quantify the degree of its topological protection,
and to distinguish true non-local Majorana zero modes
from other forms of zero modes, such as e.g. overlapping
Majoranas subject to electrostatic pinning [? ], or topo-
logically trivial parity crossings of non-topological origin
[10, 15, 55]. Implications of our findings for quantum
information measurement-only protocols based on quan-
tum dots coupled to Majoranas [34, 56, 57], should be
the subject of a future work.
Note added: While finalising this manuscript a
preprint was posted online [58] which partially overlaps
with some of our results regarding Majorana non-locality
detection, although in a simpler spinless setting.
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Appendix A: Parameter relations between
tight-binding and effective models
To finish our study, we wish to relate analytically
the spin canting of the inner Majorana at x = 0, θL,
with the microscopic parameters of the nanowire, that
is, α, B, µ and ∆. This will allow us to quantify the
spin-orbit coupling of the nanowire by analysing dot-
Majorana splittings. To find this connection, we calcu-
late the Majorana wave function at the end of a semi-
infinite wire, see Eq. (5). Following Lutchyn et al. [4] we
solve the Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) equations for the
nanowire Hamiltonian, HwΨ±(x) = ±EΨ±(x), and look
for zero energy solutions. These solutions only exist for
B2 > ∆2 + µ2 and correspond to zero energy Majorana
bound states. The eigenstates Ψ±(x) are four component
Nambu spinors Ψ±(x) = (u↑(x), u↓(x), v↑(x), v↓(x))T re-
lated by the electron-hole symmetry Ψ+(x) = SehΨ−(x)
where Seh = σ0τxK, and K is the conjugation opera-
tor, KΨ(x) = Ψ∗(x). Since the BdG Hamiltonian is real
we can construct real Nambu spinors Ψ±(x). Due to
the relation between electron-hole operators and Majo-
rana operators, we can write these spinors in terms of
the Majorana left and right spinors: Ψ+(x) = [ΨL(x) +
iΨR(x)]/
√
2 and Ψ−(x) = [ΨL(x) − iΨR(x)]/
√
2, where
ΨL(x) has real components and ΨR(x) pure imaginary
ones. Due to the Majorana reality condition, Majorana
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spinors are eigenstates of Seh: SehΨL,R = λΨL,R with
eigenvalue λ = 1 for the left Majorana and λ = −1 for the
right one. This imposes a constraint (v
(L,R)
↑,↓ )
∗ = λu(L,R)↑,↓
between hole-like and electron-like components. The 4x4
BdG matrix is then reduced to a 2x2 one:(
− ~22m∂2x − µ+B −α∂x + λ∆
α∂x − λ∆ − ~22m∂2x − µ−B
)(
u
(L,R)
↑ (x)
u
(L,R)
↓ (x)
)
= 0.
Since we are interested in the left MBS located at x = 0
that decays exponentially for x > 0, we solve this set of
coupled differential equations for λ = 1 using the ansatz
u
(L)
↑,↓ (x) ∝ u(L)↑,↓ e−κx, with Re[κ] > 0. The characteris-
tic equation for κ is a fourth order polynomial with real
coefficients(
~2
2m
)2
κ4 +
(
α2 + µ
~2
2m
)
κ2 + 2∆ακ+ C0 = 0, (A1)
where C0 ≡ µ2 + ∆2 − B2. As explained by Lutchyn et
al. [4], it is only possible to find a Majorana wave func-
tion that satisfies the boundary condition ΨL(x) = 0 and
normalization if C0 < 0, i.e., in the topological regime.
In this case it is possible to express the four solutions
of the polynomial in terms of two real positive constants
a and b in the following way: κ1,2 = a ± ib and κ3,4 =
−a ±√a2 − 4C0/(a2 + b2). With this parametrization,
only the first three roots have Re[κi] > 0.
We can thus write the Majorana wave function as
ΨL(x) =
(
u
(L)
↑ (x)
u
(L)
↓ (x)
)
=
3∑
i=1
Ai
(
u
(L)
i↑
u
(L)
i↓
)
e−κix,(A2)
where (
u
(L)
i↑
u
(L)
i↓
)
∝
( ~2
2mκ
2
i + µ+B
− (ακi + ∆)
)
. (A3)
Note that Eq. (A2) exhibits only a two-exponential
decay for increasing x, since both Re[κ1] = Re[κ2] = a.
The three coefficients Ai can be worked out by the two
boundary conditions, one for each spinor component, and
imposing normalization.
In principle, we can find θL from Eq. (5) and (A2) by
relating the spin-up and -down amplitudes: tan(θL/2) =
limx→0−u(L)↑ (x)/u(L)↓ (x). However, since strictly at x =
0 the bound state wave function is zero (by construction),
we have to go to the first derivative to find this relation:
tan
θL
2
= −∂xu
(L)
↑ (x)
∂xu
(L)
↓ (x)
∣∣∣∣∣
x=0
= −
∑3
i=1 κiAiu
(L)
i↑∑3
i=1 κiAiu
(L)
i↓
. (A4)
This definition is consistent with Eq. (5). After some
algebra we find
tan
θL
2
= −
~2
2mκ
2
4 + µ−B
ακ4 + ∆
, (A5)
where κ4 is the real negative root of Eq. (A1), i.e., pre-
cisely the one that doesn’t appear in the Majorana wave
function Eq. (A2). Fig. 6c shows the evolution of the
above expression for increasing B and α at µ = 0 (solid
lines), and a comparison to numerical results using the
full tight-binding model (circles).
It is possible to find a manageable analytical solution
for κ4 in the limit of weak spin-orbit coupling:
κ4 ∼ −
√
2m
~2
√
µc − µ− mα∆~2µc +O(α
2), (A6)
where µc =
√
B2 −∆2. In this limit:
tan
θL
2
∼ B − µc
∆
+
√
2m
~2
α
√
µc − µ
∆2
(
B − B
2
µc
)
+O(α2)
(A7)
This expression yields a good description of the canting
angle at realistic values of α, see Fig. 6c, dashed lines.
Note also that if B is much bigger than ∆, the spin cant-
ing vanishes as θL ≈ ∆/B.
For completeness, we also derive an expansion for
strong spin-orbit coupling:
κ4 ∼ −∆ + ∆c
α
+
~2
2m
(∆ + ∆c)
2
α3∆c
+O(α−5), (A8)
and
tan
θL
2
∼ ∆c
B + µ
+
~2
2mα2
B(B2 + ∆2 − µ2 + 2∆∆c)
∆c(B + µ)
+O(α−4), (A9)
where ∆c =
√
B2 − µ2. We note that, while this expan-
sion does indeed recover the asymptotic behaviour of Eq.
(A5) for large spin-orbit, its regime of validity requires
an unphysically large α for real nanowires.
The expressions in this section, together with the mea-
surement scheme for θL encoded in Eq. (8), provide a
powerful method to extract important quantities of the
nanowire system, such as spin-orbit coupling α.
